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Jump Rope Games 

 
Here are some great game ideas practice on your own, and few to 

share with your family and friends!  Have fun and remember, always 

try your best  

 

 

LIMBO 
(3+ people) 
Find at least 2 others to play with you (family and / or friends 
are perfect!)  Two people hold the rope (one on each end) 
making it a tight line.  Start with the rope held high, and allow 
everyone to “limbo” under the rope.  Once everyone has had 
a turn, lower the rope and repeat.  Continue lowering the 
rope, lower, lower, and even lower, and see how “low you 
can go”!  Practice makes perfect!  Repeat the game again 
and try to get lower the second time around. 
 

 

Snake in the grass 
(3+ people) 
One person is “it” and hold the jump rope (snake) by one 
end allowing the other end to dangle on the floor.  The 
person that it “it” moves his / her arm fast, making the rope 
(snake) slither in the grass.  The goal is to try to tag the 
others with the snake.  Once tagged – that person becomes 
“it” and takes over the snake while others continue to run 
from it.  Game is over once everyone has had a turn to be 
the snake. 
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Magic hops 
(1+ people) 
Lie your jump rope on the ground in a straight line.  Set a timer for 
one minute.  Jump side to side over the rope, counting each jump.  
Stop when the timer goes off.  Repeat and see if you can beat your 
first time.  Repeat again for “all time best”.  Now jump front wards and 
backwards over your rope, again counting the number of times you 
can jump in one minute.  Was it easier going forward and back or 
harder?  Next try to jump on one foot side to side, and then one foot 
front to back.  Write your number of jumps in a special place and 
practice each day, trying for a new all time high number each time.   
 

 

Jump, Jump, JUMP AROUND 
(1+ people) 
Practice the traditional art of jump rope to your favorite music.  Count 
how many times you successfully jump over the rope during one 
song.  If you mess up its ok, just get ready and try again.  Once you 
master the art of jump rope, try to jump forward 3 times, and then 
backwards three times.  Can you jump on one foot?  GREAT JOB!!   

 


